
Bydefined structures / sets

a sets defined by
(1) its smallestelement(base case)

(2) rules that construct compound
elements outofsmaller elts
crecursive case)

S:2x:xis (1) or follows (2))

ex Anonnegative integer
1DO
(2) 17Kfornonnegative integerk
how do Imake I?

O is a nonnegative into by
(1)

1 is 1 +0 by (2)

now I can make I, etc.
DoI HAD

=>Alinked listis either

11 An empty list <> (list: order, dupes
matter)

(2) A list (x, 27 where x
is a data element and I is another
list



how do we define a t-elementlinked list?

<X,x) because is a 22 by (1)

z-element?
&

cy,2X,) bc a list
&Awell-formed proposition e ofprop logicover propositional variables

>1) I, forsome peX

[ 2) pAg where t E1, v,=,=7,03

3) - P

↳ forwell-formed propositions p,g.

say X:3p,9, r3, this def. allows usto
generateany compound prop. overtheseprops.
p
=

q1rvpc
=

q

proof by structural induction is used to
prove vxcs:P(X)

forrecursively - defined sets S.
How:

1) prove P(X) true-base cases of S



2) prove thatifP(X) true forsmaller
structures, then true for compound
structures

DetAmaytree T is either

i) null (empty freel
27 rootnoder and the,el
Tr, binary trees,
attached towedgeifnon-empty ⑧Fe
# (nwIll ⑱ ⑱ ⑳

/
I ⑭ ⑳node/

vertex ↑ ⑪ W
u is a &
child of r

terms: wis

- binary beach
a leaf

-
mode has? 2 children

-edges connectpairs ofnodes
if ithas no children-asifitis nota leaf.

daim in any binary tree T,
# Leaves (T)

=Ainternals (T) +1



ex T I leaves Ainternals #int/T
- ofT ofT +1

invill O O I 0 = 1

⑱ I 0 I 11

⑧
S I I 2 1 =2
⑭

⑱ 3 2 3 323

W
⑪w

Let's getsome intuition aboutwhy wewould use induction toprove this.

suppose T =r and I ofTR,
1 It is not null.

⑪ Nit
thenI leaves (T):Aleaves (Te) +A leaves

(Tr)
because is not a leaf and
all leaves ofit, to are leaves of T.

and #intST):1+#intCTeL+in+STr)I
~internal internals of

Trand TV internals

ofT.



Prot

① For any binary treet, let PCT) be the
predicatethat

#leaves (i) =Hinternal (T) + 1

WTS Fbinary trees T:PST). We use
structural inductionon thedef. ofbinary
tree

& Base case:we WTS p(null).
Since T is hull, Aleaves =0 and #ints
=0.0: 10, so P(null holds.

③ Inductive case:We wis

Abinary trees T, composed of
root node and binary trees te
and Tr,

P(Tr) 1p)Tr) =( P(5)
suppose PCTe) P(Tr). Thatis,
#Leaves (Te) =internal (Te)+1 and

#leaves (Tr):internal (TriH.
WTS PCT), thatis, I leaves (T) ? #intCTH.

case 1:t is justone node, a leaf.

⑧ Aleaves:1 120+ W

#internal =0



case 2:T has atleastone of
Te, ir non-null.

⑪* inanar
->

#inf(T) =# int(Te) +#int(tr) +1 (*)
#Leaves (T) =#leaves (Tel +#Leaves(Tr)

= (# in+(Te) +1) +(# int(tr)+1)
by inductive hypothesis P(Te) nP(Tr)

=#int(Ts) + #int/Tr) +1 +1

newriting
= #int(T +1

substitution w/(*)

So we have shown mat P(TeleP(Tr)
=>P(T).
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